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Abstract
For an energy-limited economy system, it is crucial to forecast load demand accurately. This paper devotes to one-week-ahead daily load forecasting approach in which load demand series are predicted by employing the information of days before being similar to that of the forecast day. As well as in many nonlinear systems, seasonal item and trend item are coexisting in load demand datasets. In this paper, the existing of the seasonal item in the load demand data series is firstly verified according to the Kendall  correlation testing method. Then in the belief of the separate forecasting to the seasonal item and the trend item would improve the forecasting accuracy, hybrid models by combining seasonal exponential adjustment method (SEAM) with the regression methods are proposed in this paper, where SEAM and the regression models are employed to seasonal and trend items forecasting respectively. Comparisons of the quartile values as well as the mean absolute percentage error values demonstrate this forecasting technique can significantly improve the accuracy though models applied to the trend item forecasting are eleven different ones. This superior performance of this separate forecasting technique is further confirmed by the paired-sample T tests. 
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1.	Introduction
Power grid collapse often occurs in small or big electric power systems, the daily life, basic service and public transport system would be greatly affected when the power grid collapse happened. As known, the interconnected power grid of the northeastern United States and eastern Canada suffered a serious large-area blackout event on August 14, 2003. The electricity consumption for about 50 million people was affected at that time, the basic city subways, airports, telecommunication facilities and the public transports trapped into a paralyzed situation. This power grid collapse led to a 61.8 million kilowatts loss in the cumulative load as well as billions of dollars loss [1]. Unfortunately, a serious power grid collapse accident happened recently in India. In the beginning, only the power grid in the northern region collapsed on July 30, 2012, and about 350 million people in nine Indian northern regions were affected by this power grid collapse. Badly, India suffered a more large-scale power outage on the second day, the repaired northern power grid collapsed again, and power system in the eastern and northeastern region broke down as well. These three major Indian power grid collapse on has caused electricity supply over regions which occupied half of the national territory was interrupted, some major cities such as the capital New Delhi and Calcutta have not been spared. Daily life of more than 600 million people, the basic service and the public transport system were greatly affected by this power grid collapse [2]. These serious power grid collapse inspired people to pay more attention to the maintenance scheduling of the power grid so as to avoid the unexpected accident as far as possible. Luckily, the future load forecasting can assist to solve this problem effectively.
Actually, except for offering the maintenance scheduling, load forecasting results are also required in many other scheduling programs like the generation, investment and fuel purchases scheduling [3], etc. According to the different time intervals, load forecasting can be classified into three types [4]: the short term, medium term and long term. And among these three types, the short term load forecasting (STLF) is the most common one. 
The forecasting horizon of the STLF is no longer than a week and the corresponding forecasting step is usually one hour or a fraction of hour [5]. Accurate STLF can assist the system operator to accomplish a variety of tasks such as the generation scheduling, and scheduling of the fuel purchasing, etc. Besides, precise STLF not only helps to produce increased secure operation conditions but also saves economic cost [6], thus, a great number of approaches have been adopted to improve the accuracy of STLF. The use of different neural network (NN) models in STLF has been a popular research topic for the recent few years. Hooshmand et al. [7] applied a hybrid intelligent algorithm which combined the wavelet transform, the artificial neural network (ANN) as well as the adaptive neural fuzzy inference (FI) system to forecast Iran’s load and New South Wales (NSW) of Australian’s load. And the real data of NSW was also used by Che et al. [8] to provide a STLF by using an adaptive fuzzy combination STLF model based on the self-organizing map NN, the support vector machine (SVM) and the FI method. Badri et al. [9] investigated the application of ANN and fuzzy logic as forecasting tools for predicting the load demand in short term category. As one of the recurrent NN paradigms, the echo state network was adopted by Deihimi and Showkati [10] to forecast the load belongs to an electric utility in North America. López et al. [11] presented the use of another type of NN named Kohonen’s self-organizing maps to STLF of the Spanish electricity market. Xia et al. [12] developed another STLF model using the radial basis function NN and the performance of this NN model was surveyed according to the load data of Hubei province in China. Niu et al. [13] presented a STLF model based on Bayesian NN learned by the Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm. In addition, there are some forecasting models based on other methods, such as the largest Lyapunov exponent and non-linear fractal extrapolation algorithm [14], the autoregressive integrated moving average and the SVM [15], the Gaussian Process regression models [16], grey correlation contest modeling [17], models based on the moving average line of stock index and machine learning [18], etc. 
However, the seasonal item information is neglected in most time series modeling, whose fluctuation causes large deviation to the forecasting, to solve this, a separate forecasting strategy based on the seasonal exponential adjustment method (SEAM) and the regression model is presented in this paper for the purpose of the SEAM can deal with the seasonal item information in the data series well and the regression model is easy to understand and operate. Besides, whether the seasonal item exists in the data series is not judged according to effective approaches in the previous works. Thus, in this paper, Kendall  correlation testing method, a technique to test the variation consistency of two data series, is firstly utilized to verify the correlation between selected historical load demand data and the load demand data prepared to forecast to guarantee the validity of the data selection. Then a combined strategy by combining the SEAM and the regression model is adopted to produce 11 hybrid models, where SEAM is applied to seasonal item forecasting and the regression models are employed to forecast the trend item in load demand datasets. These combined models are used to one-week-ahead daily load forecasting. Comparisons through the quartile values and the mean absolute percentage error value as well as the paired-sample T test of using and without using the application of SEAM to STLF have been done in the end of the paper to show the performance of the combined models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the related Kendall  correlation testing method, SEAM and the regression models are introduced, section 3 presents the numerical examples and comparison results and the last section reports the main conclusions of this paper. 
2. Related algorithms
2.1. Kendall  correlation testing method
Supposing there are two variables  and  with  sample data  and respectively, Kendall  correlation testing method [19] is a technique uses the uniform value as well as the non-uniform value which are calculated according to the rank of the vector , () to survey the correlation between  and . The uniform value () as well as the non-uniform value () are expressed as follows:
,                    (1) 
,                    (2)
where  is the rank value of  in the case of the rank of  is arranged in ascending order. Fig.1 gives an example of calculating the values of  and .
	It is obvious that if there is a strong positive correlation between  and ,  the value of is large while the value of is small; the opposite situation appears when a strong negative correlation exists between  and ; however, in the case of there is a weak correlation  and , values of  and  are almost equal to each other. Kendall  correlation method uses the following statistic to survey the correlation between two variables  and : 
,                           (3)
where  is the number of the sample data. As seen, the positive correlation is the strongest in the case of  and in this case ; while the strongest negative correlation appears in the case of  and corresponding value of  is -1 in this case. 

Fig.1. An example of calculating the values of  and .
2.2. Seasonal exponential adjustment method (SEAM)
  Seasonal item and trend item are coexisting in many nonlinear systems. Generally speaking, they can be composited in the form of multiplication in most of the cases. 
The basic idea of the seasonal exponential adjustment method (SEAM) can be described as follows [20]:
Supposing that the data at time  can be expressed as:
                             (4)
where  and  represent the trend item and seasonal item respectively. Using Eq. (4), the seasonal item can be obtained by: 
.                              (5)
Since the trend item  is unknown before the forecasting, thus, the average in each cycle is used to instead it. First of all, the original data series  (,and  are the length of the cycle and the total number of the cycles respectively) is renumbered as . Substituting to,           values of  can be obtained. Then the seasonal index is denoted as follows:
                                     (6)
For
                      
                           
                           
                                                              (7)
so the definition of  conforms to the normalization.
   Using values of , sequence without the impact of seasonal item can be obtained by: 
                                    (8)
Then by renumbering to, where , the new dataset without the impact of seasonal item can be obtained. 
2.3. Regression Theory
As a most commonly used type in regression analysis, the linear regression model is usually employed to for express the relationship between one or more explanatory variables and response. The least square of the residuals is adopted to determine the regression model in this paper. A brief introduction to the linear regression involving a single independent variable is presented as follows [21]:
For a fit line  with two unknown coefficients  and , the sum of the squares of the residuals  is expressed as:
,         (9)
where  are sampled data series.
The least square of the residuals aims to find two estimation values of the coefficients  and  so as to minimize the value of , thus, the coefficients  and  of the fit line are determined by solving: 
,                  (10)
that is, 
.               (11)
The multiple linear regression model [19] involving () independent variables can be similarly determined by solving:
,               (12)
where and 
 are sampled data series. 
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3. Numerical Examples and Comparison Results
3.1. Selection of load demand datasets 
The electricity load demand data are sampled in Victoria (VIC) grid in Australia at half an hour rate, so the total number of load demand in one day is 48. The purpose of this paper is to forecast the one-week-ahead daily load. From the sampled data it can be clearly seen that the load series exhibits marked seasonal patterns within the week. Load demand curves of VIC in May are shown in Fig. 2 to verify this. So using load demand on the same day but in different weeks to make a prediction is the best way. We extract load demand on May 1, May 8 and May 15 (curves in red in Fig. 2) to forecast the one on May 22 (curve in green in Fig. 2). This conclusion is further supported by the Kendall  correlation results shown in Table 2. 

Fig.2. Load demand of VIC in May.
Table 2
Kendall  correlation results.
Variables	Load demand pairs used to test
	May 1 and May 8	May 8 and May 15	May 15 and May 22
Kendall  correlation coefficient	0.848 a	0.832 a	0.908 a
a: Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
As seen form Table 2, the Kendall  correlation coefficients are located between 0.832 and 0.908. The smallest correlation coefficient appears in the Kendall  correlation test between the load demand on May 8 and that on May 15, while the correlation coefficient between the load demand on May 15 and that on May 22 is the largest. However, the correlations in all the testing groups are significant at the 0.01 level. All of the information demonstrates that it is reasonable to forecast the load demand on May 22 using the ones on May 1, May 8 and May 15. 
3.2. Forecasting results of the combined models 
As well as many nonlinear systems, seasonal item and trend item are coexisting in the electricity load demand datasets. In the belief of forecasting the two items separately will obtain better performance, SEAM introduced in section 2.2 is used to eliminate the seasonal item from the original load demand datasets. Actual load demand on May 1, 8 and 15 and load demand after eliminating seasonal item from the actual datasets are shown in Table 3, from which values of seasonal index can also be seen. Load behavior after eliminating the seasonal item from the actual datasets is shown in Fig. 3. As expected, no remarkable seasonal patterns can be found in Fig. 3.





Actual load demand and load demand after eliminating the seasonal item on May 01, 08 and 15.
Time	Actual load demand (MW)	Seasonal index 	Load demand after eliminating the seasonal item

















































Then in this section, 11 regression models mentioned in section 2.3 are adopted to forecast the trend item of the load demand, where time is the independent variable and load demand obtained by eliminating seasonal item from the actual one is the dependent variable. Acquired expressions by these models are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4
Expressions acquired by the 11 regression models where the dependent variable is the load demand by eliminating seasonal item from the actual one.






Up to now, the trend item in load demand has been forecasted but not the final load demand. In order to obtain the final load demand, inverse SEAM should be used, that is to say, seasonal index obtained in Table 3 should multiply with the forecasted trend item values. The combined models are named by adding prefixes ‘SEAM’ to the corresponding models, for example, method of combining SEAM and RI is called SEAM-RI in this paper. Detailed flow chart of the combined models is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig.4. Flow chart of the SEAM and regression combined models.

Fig.5. Actual load demand on May 22 and 11 forecasted load demand curves on the same day obtained by the combined models.                         
Fig. 5 provides plots of the actual load demand on May 22 and 11 forecasted load demand curves on the same day obtained by the 11 combined models, where the actual one is drawn with stars on the line and others none. The plots reveal that all the load demand curves have the similar trend as the actual one, even though linear regression is applied to construct a combined model. Generally speaking, curves obtained by linear regression models are simple straight lines, but after the combination, high agreement in trend with the actual nonlinear curve also has been acquired. 
3.3. Simulation results by the single regression models 
To provide better insight into the nature of the combined models discussed in the preceding section, simulations with the 11 single regression models have been done in this section. Expressions obtained by these single models and forecasted curves are presented in Table 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. As well as Fig. 5, here actual load demand curve is plotted with stars on the line and others none. 
Table 5







Fig.6. Actual load demand and 11 forecasted load demand curves obtained by single regression models.
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that these single regression models are fail to follow the actual load demand closely, large deviations are produced compared with combined models mentioned in section 3.2.
3.4. Comparisons between the combined and the single models
3.4.1. Quartile values comparison
In this section, load demand forecasted by each of the 11 combined models are compared with the corresponding single one as well as the actual load demand according to three quartile values: the lower quartile, median and the upper quartile, which are marked as ,  and  in this paper and defined as follows [23]:             
, ()            (13)
where ,  and  are the  and  smallest value of the data sequence , and in the case of  is an integer, value of  is 0, otherwise,  is the fractional portion and  is reset with the integral portion.              
Fig.7 produces box plots of the actual load demand and the ones forecasted by 11 single models and the corresponding 11 combined models. Each box has lines in the position of the lower quartile, median and the upper quartile values. 

Fig.7. Box graph of the actual load demand and forecasted ones by the single and corresponding combined models. 
	As seen from Fig.7, in addition to the fifth single regression model, all of the three quartiles produced by the other single models fluctuate in small ranges, which seem to differ a lot with the actual load demand. Besides, though the load demand forecasted by the fifth single regression model has a quartile value variation range with a similar length with the actual load demand, its lower quartile value nearly equal to the upper quartile value of the actual load demand. Different from the single models, all of the three quartiles calculated by the combined models have similar variation range length, furthermore, the common ranges produced by each of the load demand series forecasted using the combined models and the actual load demand are large. Thus, the combined models are more superior as compared with the corresponding single ones. 
3.4.2. Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) value comparison
In this section the combined models described in section 3.2 are compared with models presented in section 3.3. As a judgment criterion, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) [24] defined as follows is employed to compare the accuracy of the single regression and the combined models:
                 ,             (14)
where  and  represent the ith actual and forecasted value at time t, and  means the total number of the dataset.
Table 6 and Fig. 8 show the MAPE value comparison results between the 11 single regression models and the corresponding combined models. 

Table 6







Difference of MAPE (%) 	3.32	4.72	5.86	4.34	17.82	3.32	4.76	5.96	3.32	3.32	3.32

Fig.8. Bar graph of MAPE results.
As seen from Table 6 and Fig. 8, all of the combined models work better than the single ones for values of MAPE since all the 11 combined models are lower than those obtained in the corresponding single regression models. Among all the single models, the RII has the best performance with the reach of the MAPE value to 9.95%, and RV the worst with a reach to 23.70%, while MAPE after the combination of SEAM with these two models are reduced to 5.23% and 5.88%, respectively. When combined models are used for STLF, SEAM-RIII is the most effectiveness model because a minimum error of 4.48% is achieved. Even though SEAM-RIV is the worst model among all the combined models, it still has higher accuracy than the best one RII in the single models. 
3.4.3. Paired-samples T test
To incarnate the superiority of the SEAM, paired-samples T test [19] is utilized to give a judgment whether there is remarkable difference between forecasted values obtained by the single regression model and the corresponding combined model. The test hypothesis is defined as 
                ,                  (15)             
where and  are the average estimates of the forecasted load demand by single regression model and corresponding combined model, respectively. A total of 11 tests are done for further comparison, the results are shown in Table 7.
Table 7
Paired-sample T test results.
	Paired Differences ( load demand obtained by the single regression minus load demand obtained by the corresponding combined model )	Probability (2-tailed)













   
From Table 7 it can be seen that probabilities in pair 1, pair 2, pair 5, pair 6, pair 9, pair 10 and pair 11 are smaller than the significant level 0.05 (for the level of the confidence Interval is 95%), which means that is true for the seven pairs and the null hypothesis should be rejected, so the inference there is a significant difference between the mean estimates of load demand obtained by single regression model and corresponding combined model for each of the seven tests can be drawn. The majority of the values forecasted by single models and combined models differ significantly reveals that tremendous change appear in the process of forecasting the seasonal item and trend item separately.    
4. Conclusions
Overestimation to the future load leads to an unnecessary spinning reserve, and an excess supply is also unwelcome [25], so accurate load forecasting plays more and more important role in power distribution systems. This paper demonstrates a new STLF technique for forecasting one-week-ahead daily load. Unlike many previous research works for STLF, trend and seasonal items are treated as two separate forecast processes here with the aim of getting higher accuracy and better outcomes. By the use of SEAM, seasonal item in the original load demand has been eliminated. Then regression model is used to forecast the trend item. Finally, the short term load is predicted by multiplying the seasonal index obtained in seasonal item forecasting process and the forecasted trend item. As can be seen from comparisons of the quartile values as well as the MAPE values this forecasting technique can significantly improve the accuracy even though models applied to the trend item forecasting are 11 different ones. The superior performance of this separate forecasting technique is further confirmed by the paired-sample T tests. In our view, forecasting researchers can greatly benefit from this separate forecasting technique as it really provides high improvement in accuracy. 
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